
Charter Number & 

Regional Letter 
Placements on Series of 1882 and 1902 

National Bank Notes 

Introduction 

Two of the visually most prominent overprinted items on Series of 1882 and 1902 nationals are the 

charter numbers and regional letters. Two varieties occur for each. 

The boldly overprinted charter number on the faces of $10, $20, $50 and $100 Series of 1882 brown 

backs was moved from a vertical position next to the left vignette to a horizontal position above the Treasury 

seal during September 1890. The move required that the Treasury seal be lowered. 

Both 1882 brown back and 1902 blue seal notes come with and without regional letters. The use of 

the letters spanned 1902 to 1924. 
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Figure 1. This pair of $10 1882 brown backs brackets the changeover between vertical and 

horizontal charter numbers on Series of 1882 10-10-10-20 brown backs. There is a good 

chance that the Middletown, CT, printing on September 12, 1890 was the last to have a 

vertical charter number. Respective photos from Stacks-Bowers and Heritage Auction 

Archives. 
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The purpose of this article is to explain why these varieties occurred and as best as possible pinpoint 

the changeover Treasury sheet serial numbers between the varieties. In the case of the regional letters, there 

are two sets of changeovers, those associated with the introduction of the letters in 1902 and their demise 

in 1924. 

Relocated Charter Numbers 

A request from Comptroller of the Currency E. S. Lacey to move the charter number on Series of 

1882 10-10-10-20 and 50-100 sheets was logged in at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing on September 

9, 1890 (BEP, 1890). Lacey specified that the number should be moved to the upper right. No explanation 

for the change was given, although a horizontal charter number was easier to read by the clerks at the 

National Bank Redemption Agency. 

Somewhat fewer than 14 percent of the 10-10-10-20 and about 20 percent of the 50-100 brown 

backs were printed with the vertical variety. The survival rate among them is appreciably lower than these 

percentages because the vertical variety was issued earlier. The relative scarcity of the variety adds greatly 

to their appeal among knowledgeable collectors 

The arrival of the new variety was not flagged in the Comptroller’s receipts ledgers, so the exact 

changeover Treasury sheet serial numbers between the varieties are unknown. Generally, orders such as 

Lacey’s were implemented without delay by the numbering division. It then took up to a few days for the 

newly overprinted sheets to appear in deliveries to the Comptroller’s office. 

The youngest reported $10 or $20 brown back having a vertical charter number that is pictured in 

the National Currency Foundation census as of January 2018 is a $10 from The Middlesex County National 

Bank of Middletown, Connecticut, charter 845, E315940-2605-C, which was in the last printing of 10-10-

10-20s delivered to the Comptroller of the Currency on September 12, 1890. This certainly could be from 

the last printing with a vertical charter number. If so, the last carried serials E316235/2900. 

The earliest brown back from a 10-10-10-20 sheet with a horizontal charter number pictured in the 

census is a $10 from The Globe National Bank of Boston, charter 936, bearing serial E334414-540-C 

delivered October 15th. The changeover occurred well before this note was printed. 

There was a sizable break between shipments of the 50-100 combination inclusive of September 

10 and 23, 1890, that occurred between Treasury sheet serials A341245 and A341246. These serials likely 

represent the changeover serials between the varieties for the 50-100 combination. 

Definitive refinements of the 10-10-10-20 and 50-100 changeovers will await new reports. 

The Series of 1882 brown back 10-10-10-10 combination was introduced in September 1906, so 

all were printed with the horizontal variety. The Treasury serial number set for the brown back 10-10-10-

10s utilized Treasury serials A1 through A273475. Consequently, if you have an A-block $10 with the 

horizontal variety, it was printed from a 10-10-10-10 plate. 

Figure 2. Map showing the 

regional subdivisions of the 

United States used by the U. 

S. Treasury to aid in the 

sorting of redeemed national 

bank notes between 1902 

and 1924. From Hickman 

and Oakes (1990, p. 8). 
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Regional Letters 

There were 4,279 national banks operating on October 31, 1901. Between November 1, 1900, and 

October 31, 1901, $94,881,983 in national bank notes was sorted by bank and denomination in the Treasury 

redemption division. This huge total represented 26 percent of the total amount of national bank notes then 

outstanding (Comptroller of the Currency, 1902). Obviously, the sorting job was daunting. The addition of 

regional letters aided the sorting process. 

As shown on Figure 2, the nation was divided into six regions for the purposes of sorting. All 

national bank note deliveries from the Bureau of Engraving and Printing were overprinted with regional 

letters beginning with shipments received by the Comptroller’s office on March 17, 1902. The letters were: 

N-northeast, E-east, S-south, M-midwest, W-west, and P-pacific. 

The order to start using geographic letters was transmitted to the Bureau of Engraving and Printing 

on January 11, 1902. The decision to use them coincided with the introduction of the Series of 1902, so all 

Series of 1902 red seals have them. They also were added to Series of 1882 brown backs coincident with 

the first deliveries of the Series of 1902. They were used for the next 22 years. 

Notations in the Comptroller’s receipts ledgers for each Series of 1882 sheet combinations herald 

their arrival. The following is written at the top of the March 17 5-5-5-5 shipment: “All National Currency 

after above date has a letter to indicate the geographic division in which the bank is located on either end 

Figure 3. Notes straddling the changeover in non-use to use of regional letters on Series of 1882 

brown back 50-100 sheets. The Houghton note is from the third bank to receive a printing with 

a regional letter in the 50-100 combination: specifically, B199778-B199977, 601-800. Respective 

photos from Heritage Auction Archives and National Currency Foundation census. 
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of the face of the notes as indicated in the right-hand margin of this book.” 

The following are the precise first Series of 1882 brown back Treasury sheets serials that carry 

regional letters as noted in the Comptroller of the Currency’s receipts ledgers. All were delivered to the 

Comptroller on March 18, 1902. 
5-5-5-5 E5214E 
10-10-10-20 Z916949 
50-100 B199571 

A change in the sorting method away from regions to one predicated on charter numbers was 

adopted July 1, 1921. This change rendered the use of regional letters obsolete, so eventually the Secretary 

of the Treasury directed the Bureau to eliminate their use on February 26, 1924. A notation in a Bureau 

logbook states “Beginning tomorrow Mar 5, 1924, all work going to press for seal and charter number will 

be printed without geographical letter.” It appears, based on observed notes, that the March 10th shipment 

to the Comptroller contained the first sheets without the letters. 

The following are the first Series of 1902 blue seal Treasury sheet serials delivered on March 10, 

1924, or in the case of the 50-50-50-100 on March 12. These appear to be the first Series of 1902 blue seals 

without regional letters based on current information from reported notes. 
5-5-5-5 K464937H 
10-10-10-10 X423981 
10-10-10-20 M40493H 
50-50-50-100 B61635 

Figure 4. Pair of $50 1902 dates backs from consecutive printings for this Joplin bank, one 

with a regional letter, the other without. Note B61851-1777-D is from the first printing on 

March 12, 1924 so it is likely that this note is from the first printing without a regional letter 

in the 50-50-50-100 combination. Photos from National Currency Foundation census. 
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At the time these sheets were in production, both 1902 date and plain back 50-50-50-100 sheets 

were being printed and numbered together. Consequently, the 50-50-50-100 changeover serials B61634 

and B61635 happened to land on date backs, respectively, Paris, Texas (3638) and Joplin, Missouri (4425). 

See Table 1 for full details pertaining to these regional letter changeovers. 

State of this Project 

Although the big picture is in, it is obvious that the last word has not been written on this topic. Our 

ability to close on the exact changeover Treasury sheet serial numbers and the banks that issued them for 

the change in seal placements in 1890 will await reports of critical affected Series of 1882 brown backs to 

our census along with scans of them. The same applies to the changeover from use to non-use of regional 

letters on Series of 1902 blue seals in 1924 

I wrote about these changeovers in my 1995 book on large size nationals. Those findings, for the 

most part, are now obsolete. In time the changeover serials that are presented here will become refined and 

possibly even unambiguously determined. 

Wrong Letter 

Jess Lipka caused a sensation at the 2003 Memphis International Paper Money Convention when 

he discovered the Gardner, Massachusetts, note shown here with the wrong regional letters. M represents 

the midwest. N for the northeast should have been used on the note. 

Lipka brought his collection of northeast Series of 1902 red seals to display at the show. He was 

idly looking across his cases when he noticed the Ms among the Ns. Wondering how he mixed in a 

midwestern note while pulling the notes for the display, he homed in on the odd ball to see what it was. He 

had owned the note for eight years but hadn’t noticed the error until it was segregated with the other notes 

from the northeast. 

The note is $10 Series of 1902 red seal from The First National Bank of Gardner, Massachusetts 

(884) K248394-1718-B with regional letter M, instead of N. 

On the following Wednesday, I looked into the 10-10-10-20 red seal delivery schedules at the 

National Archives. The objective was to determine how many of the error sheets were made. 

There are three separate 1000-sheet entries for the bank spanning a four-day period in 1905. The 

first on October 25th was 376-1375, K226747-K227746. Next came the error run on October 27th, 

1376-2375, K248052-K249051, and finally a normal run on October 28th with numbers 2376-3375, 

K256572-K257571. 

The delivery ledgers have a column for the regional letters. What was fantastic is that an M was 

dutifully recorded for the error printing on October 27th. The clerk logging it in absently copied what he 

saw on the sheets, not recognizing the mistake. Ns were listed for the other two entries revealing they were 

Figure 5. This Gardner, Massachusetts, red seal has the wrong regional letters. M should be 

N for northeast. Photo courtesy of Jess Lipka. 
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correctly prepared. 

Orders such as this 3000-sheet printing were commonly split up into lots that were printed and 

delivered over a few days as was done here. The different lots in all likelihood were assigned to different 

overprinting presses. Thus, the regional letters for each of the lots were reset for each printing. The multi-

thousand Treasury serial number gaps between the three printings represent intervening orders for other 

banks. 

To be thorough, I checked to see if any 5-5-5-5 red seals were printed for the bank during the same 

period in case the same mistake was made on them. No such printings were made. 

Everyone who gathered around Lipka’s table to see the error walked away shaking their heads 

muttering “Who would even notice such an error if they owned one?” 

Subsequently, a second note from the error run was discovered. This was $20 K248362-1686-A 

that appeared in a Lyn Knight auction in March 2005. Knight and the consigner did not recognize the error 

until collectors who had recently read about the error and received the catalog brought it to their attention. 

The note graded a nice fine. 
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Table 1. Receipts of changeover pairs between national bank note sheets with and without regional letters by the

Comptroller of the Currency from the Bureau of Engraving and Printing.
Regional

Date Bank Location Charter Bank Serials Treasury Serials Letter

Introduction
a
 of Regional Letters in 1902

Series of 1882 brown backs

5-5-5-5

Mar 17, 1902 Pacific NB Nantucket MA 714 5251-6250 E4214E-E5213Ec

Mar 18, 1902 NB of Commerce New York NY 733 362501-363510 E5214E-E6213E E

10-10-10-20
Mar 17, 1902 Farmers and Merchants NB Plano TX 5692 301-400 Z916849-Z916948

Mar 18, 1902 Danbury NB Danbury CT 943 5921-6720 Z916949-Z917748 N

50-100
Mar 17, 1902 NB of Commerce New London CT 666 339-468 B199441-B199570

Mar 18, 1902 First NB Palestine TX 3694 261-327 B199571-B199637 S

Discontinuanceb of Regional Letters in 1924

Series of 1902 plain backs

5-5-5-5
Mar 8, 1924 Citizens NB Elkins WV 12483 1-150 K464787H-K464936H S

Mar 10, 1924 First NB Youngstown OH 3 37501-38500 K464937H-K465936H

10-10-10-10
Mar 8, 1924 Citizens NB Elkins WV 12483 1-175 X423806-X423980 S

Mar 10, 1924 Union T & Hudson Co. NB Jersey City NJ 1182 2751-3750 X423981-X424980

10-10-10-20
Mar 8, 1924 Passaic NB & TC Passaic NJ 12205 25501-26500 N39493H-N40492H E

Mar 10, 1924 First NB Youngstown OH 3 30001-32000 N40493H-N42492H

Series of 1902 date backs and plain backs

50-50-50-100

Mar 7, 1924 First NB Paris TX 3638 2621-2720 B61535-B61634d S

Mar 12, 1924 Joplin NB Joplin MO 4425 1561-1860 B61635-B61934d

a. Picks are precise and based on notations in the Comptroller=s receipts ledger.

b. Picks are estimated based on correlations between observed specimens and delivery dates.

c. Serials 6246-6250, E5209E-E5213E not issued.

d. 50-50-50-100 date and plain backs were being printed simultaneously. These deliveries were date backs.
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